
Sonic toothbrush with app, tips set and travel etui S2 (whit Ref: 6973734200838
Szczoteczka soniczna do zębów z aplikacją oraz zestawem końcówek i etui Bitvae S2 (biała)

Sonic toothbrush with tip set and case Bitvae S2 (white)
Manual  tooth  brushing  is  a  thing  of  the  past!  Meet  the  Bitvae  sonic  toothbrush  and  discover  the  amazing  feeling  of  freshness!  This
toothbrush recommended by the dental community is distinguished by its ultrasonic motor and long run time. It offers 5 brushing modes
and 9 intensity levels, and in each of them you will be accompanied by a smart timer that will inform you when you need to change the
brushed area. In the package you will find a case and interchangeable tips. With a dedicated app you will gain even more possibilities!
Check which ones! The working time of the toothbrush reaches 100 days, and you will renew its energy in just 4 hours!
 
More efficient tooth brushing
The ultrasonic motor that the Bitvae toothbrush is equipped with is distinguished by an incredible speed of 40,000 vibrations/minute. This
ensures  even  more  thorough  removal  of  debris  from  the  mouth.  The  smart  timer  used  in  the  toothbrush  will  remind  you  every  30
seconds  to  change  the  brushed  area,  so  you  won't  miss  a  nook  or  cranny!  If  you  brush  too  hard,  a  red  indicator  will  light  up  in  the
toothbrush - so you can forget about the problem of irritated gums!
 
Choose your favorite mode
The Bitvae sonic toothbrush offers up to 5 brushing modes and 9 intensity levels, so you're sure to find the perfect configuration for you!
At your disposal are Clean, White, Soft and Smart modes. What this means. Whether your teeth are healthy and strong, or perhaps weak
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and sensitive,  the brush will  allow you to take care of your oral  hygiene safely and effectively! What's more, the Gum Care mode will
provide gentle care for sensitive gums!
 
More possibilities with the app
Now you can do more! Dedicated iSpruz app will help you take care of your teeth professionally! It works with iOS and Android, and it will
help you learn more about your oral health. How it works. The app monitors your habits, so it can customize a cleaning plan suitable for
your chosen routine. On your phone, you can easily check which areas of your mouth are worth brushing more thoroughly! Taking care of
your smile has never been easier! In addition, the app will allow you to check the battery charge status. You can connect several Bitvae
toothbrushes to iSpruz!
 
Practical accessories in the set
In the kit you will find a number of useful accessories with which oral care will be even more effective! The 8 tips are a set that will last
for up to 2 years of brushing. Among them you will find tips designed for gum care and tongue cleaning. The set also comes with a case
that will improve the transportation of the toothbrush.
 
Kit contents
Sonic toothbrushReplacement tips x8CaseUSB cable 
ManufacturerBitvaeManufacturer codeS2 whiteInput voltage of the adapter100-240 V; 50/60 HzAdapter output voltage5V/1A

Price:

Before: € 26.0022

Now: € 23.51

Health & Beauty, Sonic toothbrush
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